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Welcome to Hidden Sparks Without Walls. 

We will be starting at 8:30pm. 

To alleviate background noise and ensure

a quiet session,  your audio connection has

been muted.

Chat: Asking Questions & Sharing Thoughts

You are encouraged to ask questions and share 

your thoughts on the chat.

Please activate the chat feature on the bottom of 

the screen. You may chose to chat to panelists 

and all attendees or just panelists.

Audio:

If you would like to call in via phone for audio, please look up the call in number, webinar id,

and passcode information on your webinar invite.
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ABOUT HIDDEN SPARKS

Hidden Sparks is a non-profit that helps educators and schools nurture the 

Hidden Spark within each student. We do this by developing and facilitating 

professional development programs for Jewish day schools to help increase 

understanding and support for diverse learners.

Hidden Sparks provides an award winning professional development program in 

understanding learning and behavior, conducting classroom observations, 

coaching teachers and developing peer coaches. By helping teachers meet the 

needs of struggling students, ultimately all students benefit.

• 108 Jewish day schools in NY, NJ, BA, IL, FL, OH, Israel

• impacting over 7,200 students annually. 

• Over 300 school peer coaches have received training and mentoring

• close to 500 teachers receive training annually. 

• Hidden Sparks Without Walls international webinar program has reached 

thousands of teachers and parents.

We’re available to help you. Please be in touch with our office to find out 

how to bring Hidden Sparks programs to your school!



Presented by Hollis Dannaham
March 9, 2021

Beyond the Workbook: Vocab 
Building Strategies
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Our Guest:

Todd Finley
Hollis Dannaham, M.Ed., has been 

empowering complex learners for 30 years as 

a learning specialist, special educator, 

administrator, and consultant in public, 

private, and charter schools. Hollis created 

Transform Boundaries, an organization 

dedicated to helping schools create programs 

and creative solutions for reaching their 

complex learners. She served as the Director 

of Academic Intervention at Explore Charter 

School and co-created the Carmel Alternative 

High School for at-risk teens. Hollis also 

worked as a learning specialist at the Student 

Success Center of All Kinds of Minds. 

Currently Hollis is a coach, mentor, and 

workshop facilitator for Hidden Sparks.
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Objectives

• Participants will be able to identify why it is important to provide 

effective vocabulary instruction.

• Participants will be able to identify the components of effective 

vocabulary instruction. 

• Participants will walk away with a plethora of vocabulary strategies, 

ideas, and activities that they can implement immediately and in the 

future.
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Overview of the Session

• A glimpse at vocabulary research

• Components of effective vocabulary instruction

• Vocabulary Instructional Tools

• strategies

• activities

• organizers

• interactive word walls

• games



Research says…
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What the Research Says

• Researchers have shown that reading comprehension difficulties are in large 
part due to students’ challenges in understanding the academic language of 
school texts (Uccelli et al, 2015).

• Vocabulary and syntactic knowledge have been shown to account for the 
majority of individual differences in reading comprehension performance for 
students in upper elementary school through high school (Foorman, Koon, Petscher, 
Mitchell, & Truckenmiller, 2015).
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What the Research Says

• Typical children require, on average, ten attentive encounters with a 

word before they own it (McKeown, Beck, Omanson, and Pople, 1985).

• Students who received training about morphology (and phonemic shifts 

as in nation, national) improved significantly more in reading and 

spelling that those who received only phonics. (M.K. Henry, 1989).
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What the Research Says

By middle school, if students are to make grade-level progress 

they should:

• Be exposed to 3,000 to 5,000 new words per year

• Read at least 1.1 million words a year of outside reading (25-35 books)

• Read about 1.7 million words in school texts



Teaching Vocabulary
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Why Teach Vocabulary

1. Measurable gains in student understanding of words

2. Knowledge of what is read in the text improves

3. Students who do little independent reading are exposed to significantly 

less words per year than students who read often

4. Fosters a "word-conscious" attitude: students begin to think about 

words, parts of words, and what the meaning is

5. Essential for ELL students who lack basic vocabulary

6. Learning is fundamentally and profoundly dependent on vocabulary 

knowledge 

7. Impacts future income
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Ineffective Vocabulary Instruction

“Rote memorization of words and definitions is the LEAST effective 

instructional method resulting in little long-term effect.” (Kameenui, Dixon, 

Carine 1987)

The “look up the word in a dictionary and write a sentence method” is often 

ineffective because…

◦ The dictionary has multiple definitions that are daunting to a child

◦ Definitions, for instance, for unremittable might be “unable to be remitted” 

giving little idea of meaning

◦ Matching meanings and definitions on a weekly test do not constitute a 

thorough knowledge of any word

◦ If the ONLY exposure to the words we are teaching is with the 

dictionary, we are limiting our students
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The Tiers

•Tier 1
• Basic words, high frequency

• Baby, run, happy, clock, walk

•Tier 2
◦ High utility, high frequency

▪ industrious, solution, reluctant, fortunate

•Tier 3
◦ Specialized knowledge, low frequency

▪ isotope, lathe, polyester, refinery

Beck, McKeown, Kucan, 2003
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Tier 2 Words

• Importance & Utility

◦ Characteristic of mature language users

◦ Connections to other words & concepts

◦ Provides precision and specificity
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Tier 2 Words

• Sophisticated

◦ Nice vs. Generous

◦ Strong vs. Robust

◦ Plain vs. Unadorned

• Appropriate – Precise 
(Connotation)

◦ Eat vs. Devour

◦ Watch vs. Scrutinize

◦ Upset vs. Distraught
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Effective Vocabulary Instruction

• New vocabulary should be encountered repeatedly in 

context through reading and listening. (Stahl and Fairbanks 

1986)

• New vocabulary should be linked to students’ prior 

knowledge.
(Johnson 1981)

• New vocabulary should be connected with other words 

that are semantically related. (Johnson et al. 1986)
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Effective Vocabulary Instruction

• Teach vocabulary across the curriculum

• “Deep processing of a word’s meaning happens best 
when students are actively engaged in learning” 
(NRP/NICHH, 2000; Monroe, & Orme, 2002)

• Video clips/visuals to reinforce content area instruction

• Because students encounter many words that they need 
to learn, but cannot be explicitly taught due to time 
constraints, teachers should remember that…

• Student will incorporate the words that teachers 
use frequently in the classroom 

• Student need to be encouraged to be aware of and 
interested in words that that students develop 
ownership of them 
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Quick Ideas

• Act out words -Charades

• Connect words to

students’ lives and prior 

learning

• Individual dictionaries

• Interactive word walls

• Make associations

• Explain words with 

anecdotes

• Make analogies

• Compare & 

Contrast words
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Quick Ideas

• Repeat words in varied 

contexts

• Give definitions and 

paraphrase definitions

• Substitute other words 

in its place in a sentence

• Identify  other forms of 

the word

• Identify synonyms and 

antonyms

• Classify / sort words

• Identify nuances / 

connotations of words



Strategies - Activities - Organizers - Games
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Beck’s Six Step Framework

1. Contextualize the word 

2. Explain the meaning

3. Students repeat the word

4. Teacher gives examples

5. Students provide examples

6. Students repeat the word

Isabel L. Beck, Margaret G, Mckeon, and Linda Kucan
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Text Talk

1. Choose a book to read aloud

2. Choose three Tier 2 words to explicitly teach from the book

3. Read the book aloud with a focus on comprehension

4. Go back to the page that holds the first chosen tier 2 word

5. Read the word in context

6. Give the definition

7. Have students repeat the pronunciation of the word

8. Give an example

9. Have students give their examples with a sentence                          
starter

10. Ask what the word is

11. Repeat for the other two words.

Utah State Office of Education
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Text Talk - Deepening Understanding

1. Have children make a choice between two of the words

2. Have children give examples or explanations 

3. Have them connect the word to their life experience

4. Assess their understanding by having them choose from 

a few examples, which one goes with  the target word.
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SLuR

Imperialism -
the policy of extending the 
authority of one nation over 
foreign lands (creating an 
empire) 
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Classifying and Categorizing
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Student Example
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Context Clues
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Being Specific With Words
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Word Ladder - Identify and order by degree 

Microscopic

Petite

Little

Small

Average

Hefty

Large

Enormous
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Order these words by degree in the Chat

1.Adequate

2. Smart

3. Bright

4. Simple 

5. Wise
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Kate Garnett’s Game - Excuse Me

This game includes:

• Out loud verbal rehearsal

• Repeated encounters with targeted terms in multiple 

sentences

• Kid-friendly definitions

• Drawings/illustrations/graphics                      

• Explicit pointing to word relationships                              

(e.g., synonyms, antonyms, categories)
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How to Play
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Word Reps

•Choose two words for each week

•Each week, two students are your WORD REPS - they get one word each

•These students share methods for learning and deeply understanding their words

•They can use pictures, rhymes, games, cards, etc

•They can sing, act, wear or be the word

•Every student gets a chance to be the word rep

•The words do not have to relate, but they can



Interactive Word Walls
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Mind Reader - Activity

1. _____________

2.______________

3.______________

4.______________

5.______________

scaffolding

differentiation

growth mindset

metacognition

think aloud

WORD/CONCEPT WALL

design  thinking

inquiry Collaborative Learning
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Unique Word Wall Examples
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Unique Word Wall Examples



Morphology
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Morphology

The study of the internal structure fo words, rules for combining 

parts of words to make complex words.

• Our knowledge of morphological rules allows us:

• to understand words we have never encountered before.

• to judge that words are impossible.

• to create new words.
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Morphology Instruction

• Looking for roots, prefixes and suffixes will add to students’ knowledge 

of words

• Teachers should use roots and affixes across various content areas

• Roots can be used on Word Walls or in personal dictionaries
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Morphology

When you learn one root you learn exponentially more!

struct: build

• Type into the chat box all the words you can think of that 

have the root struct in it. 

• Read what others have written and try not to duplicate.
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Morph Mates

You are wondering 

how much longer until 

lunch.

amble

ambling

ambled

ambulating

ambulance

wonder
wondering

wonderful

wondered

After my surgery 

ambulating around the 

house was hard.



Closing

• MVP of the day

• Evaluations
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Upcoming Hidden Sparks Without Walls 

Sessions

If you are interested in bringing

Hidden Sparks

to your school or city, please contact us:

212-767-7707 or sara@hiddensparks.org

For Teachers 

April 20, 2021
Weaving Social Emotional Learning into ELA 

Curricula

Presented by: Lily Howard Scott

For Parents  & Teachers

May 25, 2020
Is it Typical? Understanding Child 

Development in the Elementary Years

Presented by Dr. Rona Novick

about:blank
about:blank
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Contacting Hidden Sparks

Contact Presenter:

Hollis Dannaham

hdannaham@gmail.com 

Contact Hidden Sparks:

www.hiddensparks.org

news@hiddensparks.org (212) 767-7707

www.facebook.com/HiddenSparks
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Hidden Sparks would like to thank our 

Donors, Supporters and Partners


